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European Strategy: high priority future initiatives
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*European Strategy for Particle Physics Update (2020): https://cds.cern.ch/record/2721370/ 

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2721370/


Higgs physics at a future circular collider
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Factor 5-20 improvement in precision Higgs coupling measurements 



Higgs physics at a future circular collider
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FCC-ee compared to FCC-eh

Factor 5-20 improvement in precision Higgs coupling measurements 



Precision electroweak and top physics
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Orders of magnitude improvement in (i) precision and (ii) sensitivity to anomalous interactions

Improvement in sensitivity to Top FCNC



Flavour opportunities
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15x more B-pairs at FCC-ee than at Belle-II
……..physics case obvious

FCC-ee allows studies of new channels 
for the first time, i.e. B-> K* tau tau .

FCC-hh for the particles that would explain the 
current flavour anomalies



Searches for new particles
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FCC is a discovery machine

Improvement in sensitivity for general 
BSM models that have  heavy particles 
(with m

2  
> 2m

1
).

Discovery potential greatly improved for a 
wide range of specific BSM models
- strengths across the ee, ep and pp programme

RH neutrinos 

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1182167/


The FCC integrated programme
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Based on the successful LEP-LHC programmes at CERN

● complementary physics, common civil engineering and technical infrastructures

● building on, and reusing, CERN’s existing infrastructure

● allows seamless continuation of collider-HEP after HL-LHC

92



The FCC integrated programme (II)
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Integrated programme: https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fphy.2022.888078/full 

https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fphy.2022.888078/full


The FCC integrated programme: what about eh mode?
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FCC-eh:
- requires Energy Recovery Linac (ERL) to 
provide electron beam with E = 60GeV
- similar proposal to LHeC (higher COM)
- option included in original FCC-hh CDR and 
further expanded in a CDR update

Can run FCC-eh and FCC-hh concurrently.

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1140/epjst/e2019-900087-0
https://arxiv.org/abs/2007.14491


The FCC Feasibility Study
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High-level objectives:

● tunnel feasibility (geological, technical, environmental)

● optimisation of ring layout and associated infrastructure

● optimise design of colliders, including R&D to develop key technologies

● develop sustainable operational model (inc human/financial resources and 
environmental considerations)

● develop consolidated cost estimate and future funding models

● identify resources from outside CERNs budget for first stage of future project

● consolidate physics case and detector concepts

Organisational Structure of the FCC Feasibility Study: 

http://cds.cern.ch/record/2774006/files/English.pdf 

Main Deliverables and Timeline of the FCC Feasibility Study: 
http://cds.cern.ch/record/2774007/files/English.pdf



The FCC Feasibility Study (II)
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The FCC Feasibility Study: its impact
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FCC: physics and detector studies (a UK viewpoint) 
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Structure covers all FCC options, in principle…….
- strong focus thus far on FCC-ee
- implies opportunity for UK FCC-hh/eh aficionados to lead PED studies internationally



FCC: the detector challenges (e.g tracking and vertexing)
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UK expertise and leadership for HL-LHC in exactly these areas: 
- but to lead these R&D for FCC requires new resources, such as the proposed Strategic R&D fund

Caveat: this example is not exhaustive, 
other UK interests in PID and calorimetry



FCC: the detector electronics & readout challenges
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UK expertise and leadership for HL-LHC in exactly these areas: 
- but to lead R&D for FCC requires new resources, such as the proposed Strategic R&D fund



FCC-ee: detector concepts
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CLD

IDEA

LAr detector

Three detector concepts for which simulations 
exist and ongoing detector R&D:
- far from set in stone, can easily change.
- Four IPs (instead of two in CDR) are under 
serious consideration.
- UK can play a major role in the R&D that 
enables the final designs.



FCC-hh: experimental challenges
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Unprecedented particle flux and radiation 
levels

Detector concepts exist, but exact 
requirements for physics still under 
investigation.
- opportunity for UK to lead those studies
- interest declared at UK workshop in July:
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1147914/



FCC-eh: the need for accelerator (ERL) R&D
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5-10 years R&D needed for Energy 
Recovery Linac (ERL):
- see accelerator roadmap

UK interest and leadership of this 
internationally.

Series of workshops, the next one is 
26th-28th October (register now!) 

Detector concepts also developed.

https://arxiv.org/abs/2201.07895
https://indico.ijclab.in2p3.fr/event/8623/


FCC-ee vs other e+e-  colliders
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The detector requirements of circular and linear e+e- projects have high degree of commonality

● work for both can be largely pursued in same R&D programme.

● Inevitably, some differences, e.g.:

● Continuous beams at FCC-ee means power pulsing is not an option

● Enormous sample sizes at FCC-ee TeraZ means challenges for detector/lumi, etc 

Commonalities in detector R&D well appreciated by UK circular and linear communities.

● Discussions took place in FCC-ee UK meeting in July,  and silicon meeting in September.  

● Again: the community welcome the initiative for ‘strategic R&D’ !

14 year FCC-ee programme
150 ab-1 at Z pole
10 ab-1 at WW threshold
5 ab-1 at HZ threshold

0.2 ab-1 at top-antitop threshold
1.5 ab-1 at c.o.m of 365 GeV

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1164987/
https://indico.stfc.ac.uk/event/592/


FCC sustainability
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Summary
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● The physics potential of the integrated FCC programme is enormous 

● Over the next 3 years, the FCC feasibility study will take major steps towards 
establishing the FCC as a future project at CERN. A decision toward FCC could be 
taken by the end of the decade. 

● Important detector R&D (and physics studies informing detector R&D) needs to be 
done now:

○ The UK should take a leading role in this
○ Strategic R&D funding is crucial in this regard

● You can get involved in UK activities for FCC by contacting:
○ Guy Wilkinson (FCC-ee)
○ Uta Klein (FCC-eh)
○ Andy Pilkington (FCC-hh)



Backup: the CEPC
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